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Abstract. With the help of real source identity in packets, network security system can intelligently protect and counteract the attacks. Packet
marking is an important method of source identiﬁcation, and there are
some issues on it. For large amount of packets, analysis time and complicated computation are necessary while detect marking information.
This paper focuses on this direction, and proposes a simple and eﬃcient method to mark all packets belonging to upstream traﬃc with a
deterministic, plain form identity. With this approach, we just need low
processing power on some speciﬁc edge routers as well as a little extra
network traﬃc to settle it. Furthermore, distilling mark from packets is
easy since the mark is in plain text format.

1

Introduction

Attackers routinely disguised their location using incorrectly, or spoofed IP
source address. A great amount of eﬀort has been made upon traceback to get
the source information. Ideally, full-path traceback is a good way. But according
to [1], packets may be delivered along diﬀerent path to the destination (load balancing or unwanted isolation of the network routing) sometimes, only the ingress
interface on the router closest to the source is almost same. The authors of [5]
divides traceback technologies into two categories according to tracing clues:
Traceback across stepping-stones and IP traceback. The ﬁrst type is mainly for
connection trace. For against DoS or DDoS, IP traceback is useful. It focuses on
packet trace: Logging, ICMP Trace, probabilistic packet marking (PPM), Algebraic approach, Tunnel technologies, etc. Actually there are still some limitations
in these approaches: large amounts of packets and complicated computation are
necessary. Convergence procedure is relatively slow and background noise and
spooﬁng marked packets may aﬀect their performance.

2

Related Work

Source Path Isolation Engine (SPIE) [8,9] uses hash-based technique to gain
every packet’s information for IP traceback that generates and stores audit trails
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for inquery, and can trace the origin of a single IP packet delivered by the network
in the recent past. About 0.5 percent of the link capacity per unit time in storage
is needed. For realization all routers need to be controlled by speciﬁc manager.
Besides of the corporation among all ISPs, wide deployment in whole Internet
also is a big challenge. In Pi [6] is also a per-packet deterministic mechanism
that allows the victim side to ﬁlter out packets matching the attacker’s identiﬁer
embedded in each packet. It uses the digest of path and routers IP address as the
identity. Each packet traveling along the same path carries the same identiﬁer.
It uses 16 bits of Identity ﬁeld of IP header to store mark. Since the space is not
enough for mark, tradeoﬀ has to be adopted upon some hands, such as eﬃcency
and reliability. Enough quantity routers along all possilbe paths are needed. The
authors had given a experience to show that the scheme is available in case of half
of all related routers along attacking path. IP Traceback-based Intelligent Packet
Filtering [7] is an integrated infrasture assembled with some approaches. And it
is based on focused on ﬁlterring out the majority of DDoS traﬃc to improve the
overall throughput of the legitimate traﬃc. With the help of PPM, the victim side
can ﬁnd the attacking paths and then ﬁlters out these “infected” path traﬃc in
some degree. But this scheme needs rigorous conditions. Its EPM function modle
must be deployed almost on all source side routers as well as all routers on the
defence line for victim network are with PPF function. This preﬁgures the cost
is very high. Deterministic Packet Marking (DPM) [1] is a novel packet-marking
algorithm with all packets marked at edge routers. Like some approachs, the 16bit ID ﬁeld and the reserved 1-bit Flag in the IP header are used to store mark.
The biggest diﬀerence is that incoming interface’s IP address (32 bits) will be
stored in two packets. The coding in the ID Field assumes that there are almost
no IP fragments in the Internet supported by empirical traﬃc analysis less than
0.5 percent of all packets in Internet are fragmented in [4]. But SPIE sends mark
by extra network bandwidth overhead for every traﬃc packet. Pi marks every
packet with path information for reconstructing attack path map without extra
network overhead. [7] inserts path identity into packet as mark in probabilistic.
DPM marks every packet at source side with plain text of IP address. We found
that the scanty space for storing mark in packet is a key reason among almost
all approaches. Our scheme is inspired from the above works and is absorbed in
ﬁnding more available space for storing mark.

3

Overview of Proposed Packet Marking Scheme

After the literature survey of popular IP traceback techniques, we claim that
complex and more restriction traceback will suﬀer from scalability and deployment problem. An optimal and simple scheme should be introduced with lower
processing and network traﬃc overhead. Our proposal draws inspirations from
DPM scheme and also marks all upstream packets at one of source side routers
belonging to edge router of subnet or domain as shown in Figure 1. If we allocate the subnet a global identity (GID) number as mark directly and store the
mark in all output traﬃc packets, then destination receiving these packets can
detect the source easily. However, storing a global identity number need more
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Fig. 1. TPM marks subnet identiﬁcation at incoming interface of router which is connected to gateway of this subnet into all upstream traﬃc packets

space than 16 bits, it seem impossible that satisfy this asking from IP header
ﬁxed part directly. This is the key reason why most of current approaches use
compression pattern for mark. In general viewpoint, there is no more space in
IP header enough to store a global identity. Fragmentation related ﬁelds may
be the last hope. Identity ﬁeld is just only used for the fragmented packet, and
Oﬀset ﬁeld is the same here with a little diﬀerence. If it is certain that a packet
is not a fragment or DF is set, this ﬁeld can be deﬁnitely used. In this case we
can put the global identity of subnet in 30 bits space as in Figure 2. In general
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direct uses of IP address as global identity is the best and ideal choice but as
shown in ﬁgure 2, there are only 31 bits that we can use. We can ignore the last
one bit even more bits because IP addresses have only diﬀerence in last a few
bits must locate in the same subnet or domain. The underlying reason we can
perform the ignore action is that all we need to distinguish subnets instead of
hosts. Total 30 bits resource is big enough to identify all subnets in Internet.
Final receiver should know that if the packet is not fragmented. Thus we keep
the DF (do not fragmentation) as it old value. The one bit at left side of DF
is used for marking ﬂag. For fragmented packet, instead, Option ﬁeld is used.
In this scheme we deﬁne a new sub-section in Option ﬁeld with a new ﬂag for
IP traceback as shown in ﬁgure 3. Total overhead for the new sub-section is six
bytes. The marks for both un-fragmented case and fragmented case are in plain
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text form. Very easily works are needed both on marking at source side and extracting mark at destination side. The mark function is very easy to implement
on routers. One of the possible algorithms of marking and extracting function
looks as ﬁgure 4 and ﬁgure5.
marking procedure for every traffic packet ()
if (DF is set or packet is not a fragment)
set TPM flag at TF field
fill GID-1,GID-2 in corresponding field
else
if (option field has enough free space )
create a TPM Option structure
fill GID in TPM Option field
fill type field
fill length field
append the structure to Option field
else
send a specified ICMP to destination side
return

Fig. 4. Make Inserting Algorithm

4

extracting procedure for every traffic packet ()
if (TPM flag exists) then
copy GID-1, GID-2 to form GID
else
if (option field has TPM mark option type
section)
extract GID from TPM mark type section
Return

Fig. 5. Make Extracting Algorithm

Discussion and Analysis

As well-known, the usage of fragmentation is decided by MTU size [3]. Fragmentation will degrade the eﬃciency and performance of Internet. In order to
improve the performance of whole network, RFC1191 speciﬁes a path MTU discovery protocol. At present this protocol is widely using in Internet, so majority
of traﬃc do not experience fragmentation and normally DF is set. But there
still has exception. A few IP protocol stack did not support this protocol. For
instance, an un-fragmented packet (its MTU size is X, also it was not compliant
PMTU) travels through the edge ingress router into backbone network and then
pass through the downstream router. At this time if a more low speed data link
media exists at the side of destination and its MTU is smaller than X, then fragmentation appears. It will destroy mark even the traﬃc has not been disrupted.
Since the protected servers are valuable and important servers which access pattern is impossible lower than Ethernet link, thus the paths from it to the edge
routers are not low bandwidth transmission media predicatively. According to
the traﬃc analysis of Internet, nearly all packets size is not bigger 1500 bytes. In
a word, in the paths from protected servers to marking point, the fragmentation
case does not exist even in very special situation. As shown in ﬁgure 1, in TPM
scheme it is unnecessary to add TPM function to all source side routers. Instead,
just ensures all traﬃc packets to be marked one times and just one times. At
the same time, instead of marking at edge router of backbone network, chooses
TPM marking point close to hosts as possible. This rule is easy to be satisﬁed
obviously. So that the granularity of source information can support the traﬃc
ﬂow restriction while against DoS or DDoS attacks.

5

Simulation Results and Evaluation

In this section we will demonstrate the simulation of our scheme and the comparison with DPM scheme. Based on OPNET 8.0.c remote server version under
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MS Windows2000 professional version and Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 compiling environment, The ﬁrst simulation tests the impact on introducing the TPM
function to existing routers. In our simulation, Database Access, email, http, ftp
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traﬃc are mixed and router’s CPU background utilization is set to 30 percent
for simulating the Internet traﬃc as possible. As ﬁgure 6 shown in TPM case is
a very little higher than result points of without TPM case in Y-axis. Although
smaller scale has been used in Y-axis, the diﬀerence between the two cases is
too small to distinguish them easily. This means that the CPU utilization of
edge router with TPM function embedded is very little higher than the CPU
utilization of edge router without TPM function. The result in ﬁgure 7 shows
nearly the same as ﬁgure 6. In second phase we compare our scheme with DPM
scheme. Since DPM scheme must consider attacks might alternate the source
IP address, we include this factor by adding a little part (0.8 percent)of source
IP address changed. From ﬁgure 8 shown, TPM approach gains the average detection speed around 13 packets per seconds. We use two independent subnets
as traﬃc source. Each subnet continually generates speciﬁc packets in uniform
distribution pattern with interval time 0.1 to 0.2. That is to say TPM approach
has almost detected all marks of received packets. On the contrary, the result
line of DPM approach is around 6 marks per seconds in mark detection rate.
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This is lower than half of TPM mark detection rate. There are several reasons
for this diﬀerence. At ﬁrst, DPM mark detection rate at most equal the half
level as TPM approach even under ideal pre-arranged packets arriving sequence.
Because DPM approach at least need two diﬀerent mark parts to assemble a
complete mark. Next is that the packets arrived in random. If the two or more
packets carry with the same half of a complete packet continually, the detection
rate must be decreased certainly. Another reason is that some packets with frequent change source IP address do not contribute mark detection as we discussed
in previous part of this section.
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Therefore in ﬁgure 8 parts of marked packets could not contribute to assemble
right mark. Furthermore instable source IP address will embarrass the mark’s
availability. It leads invalid mark packets even more than mark detected rate.
ﬁgure 9 is about shows intuitionistic comparison between DPM scheme and
our scheme upon number of detection rate by simulation procedure. Figure 10 is
about the spending or cost of time for gaining the right mark. The last simulation
item intends to compare the number of extracted marks and extracted time. The
arriving packets number is reduced in order to convenient observing. Look at the
result in ﬁgure 11, Some packets with mark were not detected in DPM scheme.
Also the number of detected mark is smaller than half of TPM scheme detection.
This conﬁrms that during the same time TPM scheme distilled more marks than
DPM scheme obviously.

6

Conclusion and Future works

In this paper we have introduced a new approach to IP traceback. This approach
eﬀectively addresses shortcoming of existing techniques in some degree. The important contributions of TPM lie in plain text form and a complete mark existing
in every packet. It is not necessary computation to generate a diﬀerent mark in
real time for each wanted marking packet as current most approaches. This is
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big diﬀerence comparing with many packet marking approaches which generate digest information as mark using Message Authentication Code algorithm
before each marking action. Marking all traﬃc packets can obtain the fastest
speed of detection source information at destination sides. This approach is also
eﬃcient against various types of attacks, not only for DoS or DDoS attacks since
all packets have trustworthy source side information, furthermore mark in plain
text can be directly read and processed by security systems easily. We plan to
do more deep investigation and experiments related to Internet traﬃc analysis,
such as MTU size distribution, Option ﬁeld using situation in Internet roundly
to gain more supporting data for TPM scheme.
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